7 Mountains
The mountain of Education
The Mountain of Education. This mountain is another important mountain.
Education for the masses was established in 1600-1700. It focussed on teaching
that God is the centre of the universe. All teaching revolved around this premise.
However in our current day the tables have been totally reversed and humanism is
now entrenched in all our school education systems and universities. We have a
monumental task ahead of us. We need Elijah revolutionaries at all levels of the
mountain to reclaim what belongs to the Lord. All children at state and even
Christian institutions are being brainwashed with humanistic teaching. The
principality at the top of this mountain is Beelzebub. He is the Baal of lies.

Kingdom Thinking. Kingdom thinking is not as the world thinks. Most of our
cultures have been totally influenced by Greek thinking practice. It is all left brain
orientated. Our children and ourselves emerge from the educational system almost
100% left brain thinkers. The female sex is aﬀected to a lesser degree. So why is
this so wrong? Read what Jesus did in the gospels. He violated every left brain
thought. One will put a thousand to flight. 2 fishes and 5 loves of bread will feed
5,000. You have to be born again to enter the Kingdom of God. If you want to be
great you must become the least. Jesus taught and demonstrated the exact
opposite to how the people of His day thought and He has not changed. The right
side of our brain is the part that is more attuned to His Spirit.

Kingdom Education. Schools and universities will challenge the status quo.
Curriculums that have the kingdom stamp on them will be far more popular and a
new generation of children will be taught of the Lord. Holy Spirit empowered
teachers are the essence of reversing the current situation. The current school and
university curriculums need a complete overhaul. This is an enormous task and only
the courageous can pull it oﬀ. When the high places are occupied by God centred
people there will be a flow of creative thought never experienced before. This will
spread to all other mountains. The displacement of Beelzebub and his cronies from
this mountain is a spiritual battle, so prayer must precede and accompany any
strategy from the Lord. Only pray what the Lord asks you to pray otherwise you can
become a pawn of the enemy.
Kingdom education is not about imposing Christianity, as the Kingdom of God only
advances under free will. When the King is present He draws all men and women
and children to Himself.
Peter Dunnet
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